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Hiking Cathedral Rock – Sedona, AZ

Greetings, Friends and Family
In this newsletter, we’re giving you a little example of astrology on the road
from my perspective and one of the state’s abbreviation analysis from Joy’s
handwriting expertise as well as a forecast for the second half of June
2007.

Traveling Fun: Joy (Joyce Sterling to most of you) and I were happily

traveling in our van that is a wannabe motorhome, through Nevada, Colorado,
Kansas, Missouri, and Illinois on our way to Indiana to see a grandson of
Joy’s graduate from high school and back again to California via Missouri,
Oklahoma, Texas, NM and Arizona – thus the Sedona, AZ photo above.
.
I always joke and say we were going to Indiana to check out the Indians
there. As it turns out, there are absolutely no Native American reservations
(or Indian Casinos) in Indiana – plenty of them in other states however.
As some of you know, I ask everyone their birthdate after engaging them in
conversation, and since I’m interested in their lucky sign, I pull out my handy
dandy little Jupiter chart, look up their Jupiter sign, and talk to them about
what areas to put energy into to be luckier.
Here’s a few from our travels for the fun of it. My cousin, Charlotte, who we
visited in Colorado Springs, CO works for the Air Force. She has a Cancerian
Jupiter. The Air Force, other branches of the Service and even police are
under the sign of Cancer, the protector. Her upbeat partner, Gary, is always
extremely busy doing something and wouldn’t you guess it, his Jupiter sign is
Gemini.
I even found astrology in geology – like in Kansas, the Cancerian and Virgo
influence is prevalent with all the green fields of growing grass.

And speaking of Kansas, the people in the Thai restaurant in Kansas where
we ate were also interesting. The co-owner, who has a Pisces sun sign, has
empathy (a Piscean trait) for his guests and always directs them, he told us,
to nearby places to eat if they prefer food other than his Thai food. His
waitress, a “Scorpitarius,” that’s a person on the Scorpio/Sagittarius cusp, is
working in the right restaurant we told her -- since Thailand is a foreign
country and Sagittarians are connected with foreign countries. She also
said she has been wanting to study astrology, a deep passion of hers for a
long time – ah yes – a Scorpion trait- passion!
As we drove through Kansas we picked up tidbits about the state – like did
you know this was the home state of Dwight D. Eisenhower and home of his
Presidential Library in Abilene? Also that Ike started the freeway system in
the U.S. in 1956 and Kansas has the first eight miles of it?

Kansas K’s in Handwriting: In the meantime, while I was talking up people
and guessing signs, my partner, Joy, was busy with the alphabet and relating
it to history of the states visited. She’s been a handwriting analyst for over
30 years, but in the last six months has found an alphabet (the Vimala
alphabet) that has a spiritual resonance to it. Each letter form of this
alphabet is connected to a quality that if practiced in a specific way could
improve that feature/quality in a person’s life.
In Kansas, Joy thought of the first letter of that word – the “K” –in
handwriting and handwriting analysis the letter of authority and one’s
relationship to hierarchical powers. In the Vimala alphabet, Kansas is
formed like this:

Kansas (KS)
Anyway, “K” is Kansas’s personal letter and combines nicely with the letter
“S” -- the KS of the zipcode abbreviation of Kansas. “S” in the Vimala
alphabet is the letter of balance – balancing all aspects of life, the physical,
emotional, spiritual and mental.
Kansas is in the exact middle of America (now that’s balance!). During
the Civil War, the territory of Kansas had to decide how it planned to enter
the Union – as a pro-slavery or as a free state. At first the pro-slavers were
in authority in the territory’s legislature and it looked like they’d win. But
defying that authority, another “free-state” group set itself up as
“legislators” and thumbed their collective noses at the elected body.

Cannon and rifles were called in by the powers that be and they were
literally pointed at that self-appointed body. Guess what? They got the
message and backed down. But not for long. As it turned out, Kansas
entered the Union as a free state, not condoning slavery. Its citizens
selected new, more enlightened leaders. Kansas, it appears, is a true “K”,
defying authority when needed and establishing a connection with an
authority that holds all men/women as equal – which brings in that “S” quality
of balance. Hey, maybe even Dorothy and Toto would agree!

June Forecast: What to put energy into in June -- the second half of

June is a powerful time to focus on our hopes, wishes and dreams and make
some real plans for bringing them about in our lives. Choose to take
revelations and ideas to the material level where they can be realized and
lived out through proper and concrete planning and through business
avenues.
On the spiritual level, we will do well by concentrating on only the highest
most respectable vibrations. All meditating can be rewarding for our long
range planning for impressive spiritual awareness. Strive for powerful
guidance, direction that we can help create. Professional new-age readings
can be energizing and more rational at this time.
On the mental side, our conscience can tell us which hunches to follow. On
the fun side, formal dancing, sailing, the ocean and especially cruises can be
joyful.
On the political side, humanitarian ideas should be adopted to create a more
useful and spiritual planet.
If you want a free interpretation of your personal letter, visit Joy’s website
at www.thewritesite.us .
Your Jupiter sign and its interpretation can be found at Davie’s site:
www.luckyastrology.com.
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